This paper is concerned with the optimization of composite housing in a multi-spectral camera using Kriging algorithm. The effective use of Kriging on physical problems has been expanded to provide global approximations for optimization problems. There are two major strategies to improve efficiency and accuracy of approximate optimization using Kriging. These methods are performed by the stochastic process, stochastic-localization method (SLM), as the criterion to move the local domains and the design of experiment (DOE), the classical design and space-filling design. The proposed methodology is applied to the design of a Multi-Spectral Camera (MSC), as a practical example, which will provide high resolution panchromatic and multi-spectral images and is carried by a satellite designed to fulfill the need for further Earth observation and allowing scientists and communication experts to conduct potentially valuable experiments. When this composite structure is optimized, design constraints are taken for natural frequency and shear stress which should be considered in a launching environment.
Introduction
Today's engineering design problems become more complex. Therefore, approximate methods such as Kriging and response surface method are used extensively in engineering applications for a variety of tasks because of the flexibility to approximate many different and complex response functions [1] . Consequently, diverse optimization methods using Kriging are offered.
In this paper, an improved probabilistic algorithm is proposed for practical optimal designs by Kriging. In order to reduce computational costs in calculating design problems, the Kriging used in this study is related to the experimental designs that provide maximum information by minimum number of design experiments. This paper typically proposes central composite design (CCD) as the classical experimental designs and uniform design (UD) as space filling experimental designs [2] . Moreover, the sequential approximate procedures by a stochastic algorithm is proposed to help the global optimum (chosen from the local optimum values) to move to higher probabilistic design domain. In this paper, the stochastic process is combined with the Chebyshev inequality, probability of success (POS) that simultaneously satisfies all constraints and objective limit.
The optimization by Kringing metamodel is applied to the design of a composite housing of Multi-Spectral Camera (MSC) which is satellite equipment. MSC is designed for further Earth observation, and will provide high resolution panchromatic and multi-spectral images. Satellite components are too expensive and hard to repair on operation. High reliability for the satellite components is required under launching and space environments for steady functioning. In this study, discrete design variables are the ply thicknesses of composite housing. Design constraints are taken for natural frequency and shear stress that should consider on the design of satellite in launching situation.
Kriging
The Kriging model is expressed as the combination of a regression model and departures as follows [3] .
where ( ) Y x is the unknown function of interest, ( ) F x is the known regression model and ( ) Z x is a model of a Gaussian and stationary random process with mean zero and variance 2 σ . While ( ) F x globally approximates the design space, ( ) Z x creates localized deviations so that the Kriging model interpolates the n s sampled data points. The covariance matrix of ( ) Z x is given by:
where [ , ] R ⋅ ⋅ is the correlation matrix and ( , ) j i R x x is the correlation function between any two of the n s sampled data points i x and j x . [ , ] R ⋅ ⋅ is a (n s × n s ) symmetric matrix with diagonal elements equal to 1.0. The correlation function ( , ) j i R x x is provided by the user. The predicted values, Y ) of the response Y at the untried values of x are given by:
where Y is the column vector of length n s which contains the response at each sample point and F is a column vector of length n s which has elements equal to 1.0, when ( ) F x is taken as a constant. In Eq.
3, ( )
T r x is the correlation vector of length n s between an untried x and the sampled data points
is estimated using least squares regression in Eq. 4.
The estimate of the variance is given by:
) )
The maximum likelihood estimates (MLE), for k θ is found from:
Where both 2 σ ) and R are functions of k θ . This forms a n-dimensional unconstrained non-linear sub-optimization problem which needs to be solved to fit the Kriging model. In this research, k θ in Eq. 6 is optimized by simulated annealing (SA) that is a global nongradient based optimization method to distinguish between different local optima [4] .
Stochastic Localization Method (SLM)
To save costs on computer simulations, researchers have proposed a lot of heuristic methods to reduce the design space and to facilitate sequential approximate processes for computing the global optimum value based on the local optimum values [5] . In this paper, the sequential approximate optimization by stochastic localization method (SLM) is proposed to move more probabilistic ranges of design variables, so that can include more accurate optimum results. The global design domain can be reduced to the local design domain. When the current local domain sequentially moves toward the new domain which may contain expected global optimum value, SLM may move the global optimum
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Advances in Composite Materials and Structures (based on the local optimum values) to higher probabilistic design domain which contains all of constraints and limits of objective function values. Two types of DOE are used for comparison of the results from classical experimental design and space-filling experimental design in large. The Kriging model is built using the previously selected sample data points by CCD and UD, and then 14,000 design points are also selected in current design domain with following the uniform distribution. At once, objective function values for all design points are estimated by Kriging model. Among these 14,000 points, the probability that the design points satisfy all imposed constraints and simultaneously lower objective values are called "probability of success (POS)" as shown below Eq. 7.
is the probability to satisfy all constraints and objective limit at the same time.
is the probability to satisfy all constraints . Both of them are taken by empirical distribution function. Moreover, the means and standard deviations of all design variables in the POS can be calculated and the design domain for each of design variables is moved by stochastic process using Chebyshev inequality as shown below Eq. 8.
where x is a random variable with a finite mean m and a finite standard deviation σ then for all positive ε [6] . Consequently, the domain of design variables can reach near to the new domain which contains higher-probability for the expected global optimum value.
Optimization of Composite housing of MSC
The Second Korea Multipurpose Satellite (KOMSAT-2) was designed to fulfill the need for further Earth observation, and will also allow scientists and communication experts to conduct potentially valuable experiments. KOMSAT-2 will carry a Multi-Spectral Camera (MSC) which will provide high resolution panchromatic and multi-spectral images. The MSC instrument has one channel for panchromatic imaging and four channels for multi-spectral imaging covering the spectral range from 450nm to 900nm using TDI (Time Delayed Integration), CCD (Charge Coupled Device) and FPA (Focal Plane Assembly). The MSC hardware consists of three subsystems; EOS (Electro Optic camera Subsystem), PMU (Payload Management Unit) and PDTS (Payload Data Transmission Subsystem). The MSC shape and FE model are shown in Fig. 1 ~2. Kriging in optimization algorithm is used for optimal design and MSC/NASTRAN is used as finite element analysis tools. MSC Housing is subject to the gravitational loads of axially 10g and laterally 3.5g in X direction for static analysis. Normal mode analysis is performed to obtain dynamic responses. In MSC housing's optimization, design variables which are four are each ply thickness. Objective function is taken as the weight of MSC and it is purpose to minimize weight. Constraints are concerned with natural frequency and shear stress. Constraint about natural frequency is lower limit which is 120Hz. The optimal results are shown in Table 1 . For this results, we use 3σ Chebyshev inequality and Matern's =5/2 function (the best results among exponential, Gaussian, cubic, Matern's =3/2 and Matern's =5/2). Objective functions in optimal design by SLM using Kriging model are 157.91 with CCD and 158.27 with UD after 14~16 iterations. The present optimal results are lower than initial values. The errors are less than 1%. The optimal results by SLM are also established with reliability and the numerical difference between CCD and UD is 0.36. It shows us that CCD is more useful in the 06& optimization problem. The objective function history which is the sequential approximate process to convergence is shown in Fig. 2 .
Conclusions
7KH probabilistic algorithm using Kriging for practical optimal designs is proposed and optimization of Multi-spectral camera is performed. Also, design of experiments (DOE) and the sequential localize method (SLM) are applied successfully to the design of MSC. This paper shows that, with the aim to reduce the computation cost for computation intensive design problems, Kriging with SLM can be effectively used in engineering design problems and is more efficient when related with sequential approximate processes for computing the global optimum value based on the local optimum values.
